With rapid growth of producing high-resolution digital contents such as Full HD, 4K, and 8K movies, the demand for low cost and high throughput sharing of content files is increasing at digital content productions. In order to meet this demand, we have proposed DRIP (Distributed chunks Retrieval and Integration Procedure), a storage and retrieval mechanism for large file sharing using forward error correction (FEC) and global dispersed storage. DRIP was confirmed that it contributes to low cost and high throughput sharing. This paper describes the design and implementation of Content Espresso, a distributed large file sharing system for digital content productions using DRIP, and presents performance evaluations. We set up experimental environment using 79 physical machines including 72 inexpensive storage servers, and evaluate file metadata access performance, file storage/retrieval performance, FEC block size, and system availability by emulating global environments. The results confirm that Content Espresso has capability to deal with 15,000 requests per second, achieves 1 Gbps for file storage, and achieves more than 3 Gbps for file retrieval. File storage and retrieval performance are not significantly affected by the network conditions. Thus, we conclude that Content Espresso is capable of a global scale file sharing system for digital content productions.
Introduction
Making high-resolution content such as FullHD (1920 x 1080 pixels) and UHD (3840 x 2160 pixels) videos becomes common these days in digital content productions. The productions shoot high resolution movies, store them as a series of uncompressed frame files, and share them with other post-production companies over the world for postproduction processes such as video editing, soundtrack editing, and visual effects. The frame file size of uncompressed 4K movies is typically 24 -50 MB and 90 minutes content reaches up to 10 TB because it is composed of 162,000 files in case of 30 fps (frames per second). For low cost and quick content creation, digital content productions need to store a large number of large files with low cost and share them with other companies over the world using the Internet.
However, it is still challenging even over access bandwidth to the storage and the Internet can be 10Gbps. Since digital content files are assets to their owners, the owners usually make copies of content files for high availability. Making copies leads high storage consumption, which causes high storage cost. For sharing content files in the Internet, TCP is usually used as transport layer protocol for content file transmission but long distance transmission using TCP leads performance degradation. Although some TCP implementations solve this problem, they often need special operating systems or expensive special hardware. In order to realize low cost storage and high throughput retrieval of large content files, we designed and implemented a fundamental mechanism of storage and retrieval for large files using globally distributed servers [1] . We named this mechanism DRIP (Distributed chunks Retrieval and Integration Procedure). Storage mechanism of DRIP is as follows; redundancy data is added to the original file by Forward Error Correction (FEC), both redundancy data and the original file data are divided into chunks, and they are stored to disperse storage servers. Retrieval mechanism is as follows; a user sends a request to all the storage servers that store the chunks, the servers send the chunks to the user using UDP, and undelivered chunks caused by server failure or packet loss can be recovered by FEC at the user side. This paper proposes Content Espresso, a distributed large file sharing system for digital content productions using DRIP. The design approach for achieving the requirements is as follow. 1) Using DRIP and utilizing commodity storage servers as Chunk Servers. 2) Introducing a Storage Allocator for configuring multiple storage services. 3) Setting up a File Manager at each organization. 4) Designing a 128-bit Global File ID and using a multi-domain authentication and authorization system.
We implement Content Espresso and install it on 79 physical machines including 72 Chunk Servers. In addition, we evaluate metadata access performance, file storage and retrieval performance, appropriate FEC block size, and system availability by emulating global environments.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes an overview of DRIP. Section 3 explains the system assumptions, the design approach, and the architecture of Content Espresso. Section 4 describes the implementation of Content Espresso and Sect. 5 shows the performance evaluation. Section 6 describes the discussion and related work of Content Espresso and Sect. 7 summarizes our findings and concludes this paper. 
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Overview of DRIP
The goals of DRIP (Distributed chunks Retrieval and Integration Protocol) are to provide users with minimum cost of storage and to enable them to predict data retrieval time regardless of network condition and storage failure. The key techniques of DRIP are to append redundancy data using Forward Error Correction (FEC) coding, splitting the data into chunks, storing them to distributed storage servers, and retrieving them over UDP. Figure 1 shows the overview of DRIP.
First of all, a file is split into FEC blocks and redundancy data is added by FEC to each block. Then, both the file data and the redundancy data are divided into chunks and the chunks are stored to storage servers called Chunk Servers located over the world assigning a sequence number to each chunk. The size of a FEC block and the amount of redundancy data can be decided by users who store the file. DRIP utilizes LDGM (Low Density Generator Matrix) coding [2] as the FEC coding because LDGM has an advantage in terms of lost bit recovering time in large block size compared to Reed-Solomon coding [3] . The sequence number assigned to each chunk describes the position of the chunk in the file.
When a Client retrieves a stored file, the Client sends a data retrieval request to the Chunk Servers. The Chunk Servers send the chunks that compose the requested file to the Client over UDP. The Client receives the chunks one after another and reorders them by the sequence number that each chunk has. Even if some chunks are not delivered because of packet loss in the network or temporal Chunk Server failures, the Client can recover the undelivered chunks using the redundancy data.
Content Espresso
System Assumptions
Content Espresso, a distributed storage system designed for global scale file sharing among digital content productions, aims at low cost and high throughput sharing of a large number of large files. In order to make digital content, a production company and several post-production companies often work together and compose digital content by sharing the content files as shown in Fig. 2 . We assume the following typical content production workflow. First, the production company shoots a high resolution movie as a sequence of frame files and stores them without compression because of reusability of the files. Second, the production company shares these frame files with post-production companies for post-production processes such as video editing, soundtrack editing, and visual effects. The post-production companies retrieve the frame files and process them according to the instructions of the production company. Third, the post-production companies share the processed frame files with the production company. The processed files are shared as new frame files not to overwrite the original frame files. Finally, the production company retrieves all processed frame files and finishes the content production.
The key assumptions for designing Content Espresso are as follows. 1) Each organization can prepare commodity storage servers or can use existing data center services.
2) The importance of files is dependent on the files. For example, the original frame files are much more important than processed frame files because processed frame files are stored temporarily just for sharing with the production company. 3) Files to be shared are dependent on organizations. For example, when the post-production company A edits scene 1 and the post-production company B edits scene 2 of the content, files to be shared for the company A and the company B are the files that are consisted of scene 1 and scene 2, respectively. 4) The number of files managed by a single production organization manages is large. In general, one-second movie consists of 24 to 60 frames. Thus, a production company has to manage 86,400 to 216,000 frame files for a 60-minute movie content.
System Requirements
We define the following four system requirements from the key assumptions described in the previous subsection. First, the system should provide high throughput IO storage using commodity hardware resources for low storage preparation cost. While Content Espresso utilizes global dispersed multiple Chunk Servers, preparing physical globally dispersed storage causes high cost. The system should provide high IO throughput using inexpensive commodity servers that are sometimes low IO throughput servers.
Second, the system should be able to change the availability level for each file to be shared. If the system does not allow to change availability level for each file such as RAID [4] , all files must be stored with highest availability level, which causes waste of storage resources and high storage cost. Achieving minimum storage consumption with required availability, the system should be able to change appropriate availability level for each file.
Third, the system should be able to manage metadata and access control information inside the organization of the file owner. Content files are assets to their owner so that unauthorized access should be prohibited. The metadata and access control information of files should be managed in the file owners' organization for secure file storage.
Finally, the system should be able to securely share a large number of files among organizations. Global scale file sharing system requires a globally unique file identifier. In digital cinema industry, about 700 films are released every year in US and Canada [5] and a single film consists of more than 100,000 files. The system should have a globally unique file identifier and user identifier that have enough space to identify all these content files and users. The system should also support multi-domain authentication and authorization to guarantee that only legitimate users can access the files.
Design Approach
In order to achieve the requirements shown in the previous subsection, we design Content Espresso with the following four substances. First, the system utilizes our previous study DRIP [1] and utilizes commodity storage servers as Chunk Servers. DRIP contributes to low storage cost and high throughput file transmission using multiple Chunk Servers. The system utilizes commodity storage servers that organizations have or rent from existing data center services as Chunk Servers for low storage preparation cost. The system aggregates the Chunk Servers as a Chunk Server Cluster in each organization for low Chunk Server management cost.
Second, the system introduces a Storage Allocator that selects and aggregates the Chunk Server Clusters from various aspects and configures storage services that meet user demands in terms of disk IO, storage space, availability, and price. For example, a Storage Allocator selects a single highly available Chunk Server Cluster and configures a highly available storage service at a single location to store files that require high availability. Content Espresso has multiple Storage Allocators and each Storage Allocator can build multiple storage services that meet user demands without additional hardware. Figure 3 positions Chunk Servers, Chunk Server clusters, Storage Allocators, and the storage services.
Third, the system introduces a File Manager that is installed in each organization to manage metadata of files and user information inside the organization. Metadata includes file owner's identifier, access control information, selected storage service, and so on. The File Manager generates and controls Local User IDs and Local File IDs to manage users and metadata of files. A Local User ID is a user identifier assigned to each user and a Local File ID is a file identifier assigned to a file by user belonging to the organization when it is stored to Content Espresso. The File Manager that assigns a Local User ID to a user is called Home File Manager of the user. A Local User ID is 32 bits length and a Local File ID is 96 bits length. The length of these IDs is long enough to manage users and content files inside an organization. Figure 4 shows the relationship among File Managers, Storage Allocators, and the storage services.
Finally, the system uses Global File IDs. A Global File ID is a globally unique hierarchical 128-bit file identifier. Content Espresso assigns the globally unique 32-bit File Manger ID to each File Manager and ensures the globally uniqueness of the Global File ID and the Global User ID by introducing a hierarchical identifier structure as shown in Fig. 5 . The Global File ID is composed of the 32-bit File Manager ID and the 96-bit Local File ID. The Global User ID is composed of the 32-bit File Manager ID and the 32-bit Local User ID. Since the system ensures that the File Manager ID is globally unique, the Global File ID and the Global User ID are ensured as globally unique. In order to share files among organizations securely, a multi-domain authentication and authorization system is necessary. Content Espresso utilizes Yamata-no-Orochi [6] , [7] authorization and authentication system for multi-domain access control. 
System Modules
Content Espresso consists of four main modules: Chunk Server, Storage Allocator, File Manager, and Client. In addition, there are two sub-modules: Cluster Head and Chunk Generator. Figure 6 shows the whole architecture of Content Espresso.
Chunk Server and Cluster Head
The Chunk Server stores chunks in the local file system and sends them to the Client using UDP upon receiving a file retrieval request from users. Content Espresso has two types of chunks: data chunks and parity chunks. Data chunks constitute the original files. Parity chunks constitute the redundancy data produced by the FEC coding. For each original file, the data and parity chunks are gathered and stored as a data chunk file and a parity chunk file, respectively, at the Chunk Servers.
When the chunks are stored, an 8-byte header including a Sequence Number is appended to each chunk. Figure 7 shows the chunk management architecture. The chunk size should be less than the MTU (Maximum Transmission Unit) of an IP packet because Content Espresso recovers undelivered chunks caused by packet loss. Content Espresso utilizes 1,272-byte chunk size taking the block size of the local file system into consideration. Each chunk is stored as 1,280-byte data (header + chunk) and 16 chunks are stored as a 20,480-byte file, which is 5 times of 4,096bytes, which it is a typical file system block size.
Cluster Head is a sub module of Chunk Server. Each Chunk Server Cluster has at least one Cluster Head as the access interface to the Chunk Servers. When Cluster Head receives a file retrieval request, it relays the request to all the Chunk Servers inside the cluster using multicast to reduce the request time lag and the request traffic. Since the Cluster Head does not have any information about which Chunk Server stores which chunks, it relays all the retrieval requests to all the Chunk Servers that belong to the same cluster. Upon receiving a file storage request, Cluster Head receives chunks from the Chunk Generator, mentioned below, and sends them to the Chunk Servers with the round-robin algorithm to avoid burst loss when some Chunk Servers fail. The Storage Allocator has one or more Chunk Generators. Chunk Generator receives files from the Client, calculates redundancy data of the files, splits them into chunks, and sends them to the Cluster Head when a file storage request comes from the Storage Allocator. The Chunk Generators can be located over the world to reduce the file storage Storage Allocator manages and monitors the Chunk Server Clusters. When Storage Allocator receives a Chunk Server failure report from the Cluster Head, it assigns a Chunk Generator and the Chunk Generator retrieves available chunks from the other Chunk Servers in the cluster, recovers the chunks stored in the failed Chunk Server using FEC, and restores them to the Chunk Servers.
File Manager
File Manager manages files and users by storing file metadata and user information for access control using a database. The database has three tables: file For each retrieval request from a Client, File Manager authenticates the Client and authorizes it. File Manager also assigns a Session ID, accesses the database, gets the IP address of the Storage Allocator, and relays the request to the Storage Allocator. Content Espresso utilizes the Yamata-noOrochi authentication and authorization system.
Client
Client issues a file storage or retrieval request to Content Espresso through File Manager. In file storage process, Client sends a authentication request to the associated File Manager. After the authentication, the Client sends a file storage request to the File Manager and receives the IP address of the Chunk Generator. Then, the Client sends a file to the Chunk Generator. In file retrieval process, Client sends a authentication request to the associated File Manager. After the authentication, the Client sends a file retrieval request with a File ID to the File Manager that is represented by the File Manager ID in the File ID. Then, the Client receives chunks from the Chunk Servers and recovers undelivered chunks using the FEC coding.
FEC Algorithm and FEC Block Size
Content Espresso allows users to select a FEC algorithm and FEC block size. It supports LDGM (Low Density Generator Matrix) as a FEC algorithm in the current implementation. LDGM uses a same generator matrix file for generating redundancy data and recovering lost chunks. The matrix file is dependent on FEC block size and redundancy rate. Since the FEC parameter is defined by the chunk size, the data block size, and the redundancy rate, the File Manager stores the FEC parameters as the metadata for each file. In addition, the File Manager, the Chunk Generator, and the Client should manage the matrix files. We assume that the LDGM matrix files for the typical FEC parameters are generated and shared with those modules beforehand. When the Client needs to use a particular FEC parameter, a new matrix file should be generated and shared. In the current implementation, Content Espresso does not have a LDGM matrix file sharing function. Figure 8 depicts the relationship among the original file, the data block, and the parity block. A FEC block composed of data chunks is called a data block and that composed of parity chunks is called a parity block. Users can select the size of data block and the redundancy rate when they store files. The data block size is calculated based on the chunk size and the number of chunks of one data block. The number of chunks of a data and parity block is defined as the data block height (H Data ) and the parity block height (H Parity ), respectively. Thus, the data block size is calculated The data block height in LDGM should be greater than 1,000. If it is less than 1,000, lost chunk recovery performance will degrade. The redundancy rate can be calculated as H Parity /H Data . Thus, in case that the data block height is 1,000 and the parity block height is 200, the redundancy rate is 200/1, 000 = 0.2.
File Access Procedure
This subsection shows the procedures of the file retrieval and storage in Content Espresso. Messages among each module are sent by TCP except between Cluster Head and the Chunk Server and between Chunk Server and Client in the file retrieval. TCP connections are established when the process of each module starts to reduce the overhead of connection establishment.
File Retrieval Sequence
The file retrieval sequence consists of three phases: Authentication Phase, Metadata Retrieval Phase, and File Retrieval Phase. When a Client retrieves a file, the Client has to have the LDGM matrix file to recover undelivered chunks. We assume that the Client has the necessary LDGM matrix file. Figure 9 shows the step by step sequence of these phases.
(1) Authentication Phase When a Client retrieves a file, the Client needs to find a File Manager that manages the file from the File Manager ID inside the Global File ID. In the current implementation, the Client has tables of File Manager IDs and corresponding File Manager IP addresses. The Client sends an AUTH-SYSTEM REQUEST message to the File Manager. The message contains the identifier of the authentication system that the Client supports and the File Manager responds to the request using an AUTHSYSTEM RESPONSE message. Then, the Client sends an AUTHENTICATION REQUEST message to the File Manager and the File Manager authenticates the Client. The authentication procedure depends on authentication types. In the current implementation, Content Espresso supports Yamata-no-Orochi as the user authentication and authorization system. The Client sends a READ REQUEST message to the File Manager. Figure 12 depicts the packet format of the READ REQUEST message. When the File Manager receives the message from the Client, it authorizes the request, accesses the database to obtain the IP address of the Storage Allocator that manages the requested file, and relays the request message to the Storage Allocator. The Storage Allocator accesses the databases to obtain the number 13 The file storage sequence consists of Authentication Phase, Resource Allocation Phase, and Storage Phase. The Authentication Phase is not described in this figure because it is the same as that of the file retrieval sequence.
of Chunk Servers and the cluster that stores the chunks of the file, calculates the chunk transmission rate, and sends the READ REQUEST message to the Cluster Heads.
After the Cluster Heads receives the request, they relay it to the Chunk Servers using multicast. Upon receiving the request, each Chunk Server transmits the data chunks and the parity chunks corresponding to the Global File ID to the Client IP address using UDP. The Client receives the chunks and recovers the undelivered chunks after a timeout. If the undelivered chunks recovering is failed and the Client cannot obtain the requested file, the Client sends the READ REQUEST message to the File Managers again. Otherwise, the Client sends a READ FINISH message to the File Manager. The format of the READ FINISH message is the same as the first 20 bytes of the READ REQUEST message.
File Storage Sequence
The file storage sequence consists of three phases: Authentication Phase, Resource Allocation Phase, and Storage Phase. Figure 13 shows the step by step sequence of these phases. When a client stores a file, the Client needs to be authenticated by the Home File Manager of the file owner in the Authentication Phase. The Authentication Phase is the same as that in the file retrieval sequence.
(1) Resource Allocation Phase
The Client sends a WRITE REQUEST message to the Home File Manager. Figure 14 depicts the packet format of the WRITE REQUEST message. The WRITE REQUEST message contains the File ID, the File Size, the Client Address, the type of storage service, and the FEC parameters. When the Storage Allocator receives the WRITE REQUEST message from the File Manager, the Storage Allocator assigns a Chunk Generator and returns a WRITE RESPONSE message to the Client via the File Manager. The WRITE RESPONSE message contains the Global File ID, the Chunk Generator address, and the Chunk Generator port number. Figure 15 depicts the packet format of the WRITE RESPONSE message.
(2) Storage Phase After the Client receives the WRITE RESPONSE message from the File Manager, it sends the file data to the Chunk Generator assigned by the Storage Allocator. The Chunk Generator splits the file data into FEC data blocks and generates parity blocks using the FEC parameter indicated by the Client. Then the Chunk Generator splits each block into chunks and sends them to the Cluster Heads assigned by the Storage Allocator with assigning the sequence number to each chunk. Each Cluster Head relays the received chunks to Chunk Servers inside the same cluster with the roundrobing algorism.
Each Cluster Head returns a WRITE FINISH message to the Storage Allocator via the Chunk Generator after finishing storing chunks. When the Storage Allocator receives all WRITE FINISH messages from the Cluster Heads, the Storage Allocator stores the Global File ID and utilized clusters' information to the database and sends the finish mes- 
Implementation
All Content Espresso modules are implemented in C++ on Cent OS 6.0. In order to deal with simultaneous access from Clients, each module of File Manager, Storage Allocator, Chunk Generator, Cluster Head, and Chunk Server is implemented using a thread pool and epoll(). The number of threads is decided by the configuration file for each module. The File Manager and the Storage Allocator utilize MariaDB 10.1.8 [8] as the database management system. Figure 16 shows the detail of the Client implementation to receive files. The Client process consists of Main Thread, Recv Thread, Order Thread, and FEC Thread for high throughput chunk receiving and processing. Main Thread allocates Recv Buffer to receive chunks and FEC Buffer to reorder and recover chunks. It also creates Recv Thread, Order Thread, and FEC Thread and sends a file retrieval request to the File Manager. Recv Thread receives chunks and stores them to Recv Buffer. Order Thread reorders chunks by checking the sequence number inside the chunk header and stores them to FEC Buffer. FEC Thread checks each data/parity block and starts recovering undelivered chunks when enough number of chunks are received to build original blocks.
Evaluation
Evaluation Overview
Content Espresso is designed to achieve large file sharing in a global network environment for digital content productions. Our previous study [1] confirms that DRIP employed in Content Espresso can achieve the goal assuming that all Chunk Server Clusters have the same network conditions such as delay and packet loss rate. However, in Content Espresso, Chunk Server Clusters may be located in different locations because each organization may prepare Chunk Servers. In this section, we evaluate Content Espresso by measuring metadata access performance, file storage performance, and file retrieval performance by emulating a wide area network.
Evaluation Environment
In order to evaluate the performance of Content Espresso, we set up 79 physical machines; 72 Chunk Servers, one File Manager, one Storage Allocator, one Chunk Generator, and four Clients. The Chunk Servers, the File Manager, and the Storage Allocator are connected to an experimental network with a 1 Gbps link. The Chunk Generator and the Clients are connected with a 10 Gbps link because many digital content productions started to use 10 GbE NICs due to the price reduction of NICs. In addition, the capacity of the Internet backbone is increasing and some providers started to provide 10 Gbps connectivity to end users. Thus, we decided to use 10 GbE links for Clients to evaluate Content Espresso taking these current networking situations into consideration. Figure 17 shows the experimental environment and the specification of each physical machine is shown in Table 5 . The 72 Chunk Servers are divided into six Chunk Server Clusters by VLAN. We choose one machine in each cluster and install the Cluster Head module on it. Three of four Clients are dummy Clients to generate simultaneous access to Content Espresso and the one remained Client is used to measure processing time. The average RTT between machines is shown in Table 6 .
We also generate 1,272,000-byte, 12,720,000-byte, 127,200,000-byte, and 1,272,000,000-byte files and store them with various FEC block sizes to evaluate the performance of Content Espresso in terms of various file sizes and the number of FEC blocks. Table 7 shows the list of the files used in the evaluation. H Data is a data block height described in Sect. 3.5.
In order to evaluate the file retrieval and storage performance of Content Espresso in the assumed network environment, we controlled delay and packet loss of the network by using the tc command. The File Manager, the Storage Allocator, and the Chunk Generator are assumed to be located close to the Client in this evaluation as shown in Fig. 18 . Table 8 shows the combinations of the controlled Table 9 Additional network packet loss rates between Client and Chunk Server Clusters (CL1 -CL6).
Env. CL1 CL2 CL3 CL4 CL5 CL6 Loss0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% Loss1 0.3% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% Loss2 0.3% 0.3% 0% 0% 0% 0% Loss 3 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0% 0% 0% Loss 4 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0% 0% Loss 5 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0% Loss 6 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% round-trip delays. We prepared six patterns (Delay 0 -Delay 5) for emulating global network environments. The variety of round-trip delay of 30ms, 100ms, and 200ms was chosen taking the actual network delay into consideration. Assume that the Client machine exists in Japan, 30ms, 100ms, or 200ms delay emulates that the Chunk Server Cluster is located in Japan, U.S., or Europe, respectively. Table 9 shows the combinations of the added packet loss rates. We prepared seven patterns (Loss 0 -Loss 6) for emulating lossy network environments. The packet loss rate of 0.3% was chosen taking the actual SLA (Service Level Agreement) in ISPs [9] , [10] into consideration. 
System Performance
Metadata Access Performance
Although a File Manager is located in each organization, simultaneous access to the same file causes high workload of the File Manager and it might cause performance degradation. In order to evaluate simultaneous processing capability of the File Manager, we measured the response time of metadata request at the Client. In this measurement, three dummy clients sent metadata requests to the File Manager from 1,000 requests per second to 15,000 requests per second. Figure 19 shows the box plots of the measurement results; the lower graph is an enlarged graph of a part of the upper graph. The diamond dots indicate the average value and the circles indicate the outliers. Although the average of the response time gradually increases as the simultaneous request frequency increases, the median does not increase until 15,000 requests per second. Thus, the result confirms that a single File Manager can deal with more than 15,000 simultaneous requests per second without performance degradation, which is enough performance from viewpoint of the C10K problem [11] .
File Retrieval Performance
When a File Manager receives a file retrieval request from a Client, the Chunk Servers send chunks to the Client using UDP at the requested rate. In case that the requested rate is 1,000 Mbps and the number of the Chunk Servers is 72, each Chunk Server sends the chunks to the Client at 1, 000/72 ≈ 13.9 Mbps. After the Client recieves the chunks to some extent (typically H Data chunks arrived), it tries to recover non-received chunks until all chunks are recovered. In this evaluation, we measured the period of time between the moment when the Client requests file retrieval to the File Manager and the moment when the Client finishes receiving and recovering all chunks to reveal the impacts of file size and the location of the Chunk Server Clusters to file retrieval performance.
(1) File Retrieval Throughput in Various File Sizes
In order to evaluate the file retrieval performance in various file sizes, we measured the file retrieval time and calculated file retrieval throughput using File A-1, File B-2, File C-3, and File D-3 shown in Table 7 by changing the requested file retrieval rate from 500 Mbps to 3.5 Gbps. Figure 20 depicts the relationship between the requested file retrieval rate and the actual file retrieval throughput. The actual file retrieval throughput of File D-3 is almost same to the requested file retrieval rate while the actual file retrieval throughput of File A-1 is not higher even though the requested file retrieval rate becomes higher. The performance degradation of small size files is caused by the overhead of accessing File Manager before chunk retrieval. Therefore, Content Espresso has better file retrieval performance when the file size is larger.
This evaluation also reveals that the maximum limit of the file retrieval rate in Content Espresso is around 3.0 -3.5 Gbps. Most of the files cannot be recovered by FEC when the rate is over 3.5 Gbps. This result is caused by overflow of UDP socket buffer because current Linux Kernel has performance problem in UDP retrieval. High speed packet IO library such as netmap [12] and DPDK [13] would be able to solve this problem.
(2) File Retrieval Time Comparison in Various Network
Environments of Chunk Server Clusters
In order to evaluate the file retrieval performance in various network environments of Chunk Server Cluster Locations, we measured the file retrieval time by using Content Espresso and TCP-based chunk retrieval changing the network environment of Chunk Server Clusters as shown in Table 8 and Table 9 . TCP-based chunk retrieval is implemented to compare the file retrieval performance of Content Espresso to that of TCP based chunk retrieval. In TCP-based chunk retrieval, the Client establishes a TCP connection to each Chunk Server and retrieves data chunks of the target file. In Content Espresso, we measured file retrieval time when the file retrieval rate is 1 Gbps, 2 Gbps, and 3 Gbps, respectively. Figures 21-23 depict the comparison of the file retrieve time when the Chunk Server Clusters are located in the network environment with additional delay. TCP is faster than Content Espresso (3 Gbps) in Delay 0, which emulates the environment that all the Chunk Servers are located in the local area network of the Client, regardless of file size. TCP can utilize a 10 Gbps link more efficiently than Content Espresso when the RTT and packet loss is small because the maximum file retrieval performance of Content Espresso is about 3.0 -3.5 Gbps in the current implementation. However, Delay 0 is not a practical environment because Content Espresso assumes that Chunk Server Clusters are installed in each organization located different locations.
TCP is also faster than Content Espresso (3 Gbps) in Delay 1 -2 when File D-1 is used. In general, TCP throughput is low at the beginning and becomes higher because of TCP slow start. Since the file retrieval is finished before the TCP window size becomes large enough when the file size is small, the average file retrieval performance is low. Thus, TCP retrieval of File D-1 is faster than that of File B-1 or File C-1. The request overhead of Content Espresso becomes larger when the RTT between the Client and the Chunk Servers is longer because Content Espresso utilizes TCP to send the request messages to the Chunk Servers. However, the chunk retrieval time of Content Espresso is not affected by the RTT. Since the request messages are quite small comparing to the chunk data, the request overhead can be ignored when the file size is larger. Therefore, it is not necessary for Content Espresso to consider the locations of the Chunk Servers.
Figures 24-26 depict the comparison of the file retrieve time when the Chunk Server Clusters are located in a lossy network environment. In this experiment, we added 30 ms RTT to each Chunk Server Cluster as the same environment as Delay 1 to emulate a practical environment. The Content Espresso (3 Gbps) is faster than TCP except that File D-1 is used in the Loss 0 environment because of TCP slow start and the performance limit of Content Espresso as described before. The request overhead of Content Espresso is not affected by packet loss but the RTT between the Client and the Chunk Servers. While TCP is significantly affected by packet loss, the chunk retrieval time of Content Espresso is not affected. Therefore, Content Espresso is tolerant to packet loss and it is not necessary to consider the network condition of the Chunk Server Clusters as long as the network provider ensures that the packet loss rate is within SLA (Service Level Agreement).
File Storage Performance
When a Client stores a file to Content Espresso, it sends the file data to a Chunk Generator using TCP. The Chunk Generator has multiple threads and they can process pieces of the file data simultaneously. Thus, after the Chunk Generator receives part of the file data for generating a single FEC block from the Client, it starts making parity of the file data, splitting the file data and parity data into chunks, and sending them to the Cluster Heads one after another. In this evaluation, we measured the period of time between staring sending the file to the Chunk Generator and receiving the WRITE FINISH message.
(
1) File Storage Throughput in Various File Sizes
In order to evaluate the file storage performance in various file sizes, we measured the file storage time and calculated file retrieval throughput using the files shown in Table 7 . Figure 27 depicts the file storage throughput. The result shows that larger files have better performance than smaller Table 7. files. This is caused by the overhead of establishment of a TCP connection between the Client and the Chunk Generator. Establishing a TCP connection beforehand might improve the performance. However, it is not a practical solution because Content Espresso assumes that the Chunk Generator is chosen dynamically for each request considering the distance from the Client and its workload.
The result also shows that a small FEC block has better performance than a large FEC block with the same file size. This is because the Chunk Generator can start generating the parity data and sending chunks to the Cluster Heads as soon as the Chunk Generator receives the file data of the FEC block size. Therefore, using large files and small FEC blocks is the keys for high throughput file storage. It would be possible to store a large number of small files with high throughput by interleaving file storage, e.g., by sending several requests simultaneously. In order to evaluate the file storage performance in various network environments of the Chunk Server Cluster locations, we measured the file storage time as changing the network environment of the Chunk Server Clusters as shown in Table 8 and Table 9 . Figure 28 depicts the file storage time of File C-1 when the Chunk Server Clusters are located in the network environment with additional delay. The result shows that the file storage time in the Delay 3 and Delay 5 environments are slower than that in the other environments because Delay 3 and Delay 5 contain 200ms far from the Chunk Server Clusters. Figure 29 depicts the file storage time of File C-1 when the Chunk Server Clusters are located in the lossy network environment. In this experiment, we added 30 ms RTT to each Chunk Server Cluster as the same environment as Delay 1 to emulate a practical environment. The result shows that any lossy network environments (Loss 1 -5) cause significant performance degradation of file storage. These results confirm that the file storage performance of Content Espresso becomes worse even if only one of Table 7 . Table 7. the Chunk Server Clusters is located far away from the Client or a lossy network environment. However, Content Espresso focuses on fast file retrieval because it is designed for large file sharing among digital content productions in which large files are stored once and retrieved many times. Thus, the performance degradation of the file storage performance does not affect to the entire performance of Content Espresso significantly and the same conclusion can be applied when File B-1 and D-1 are used in this evaluation.
Appropriate FEC Block Size
Content Espresso allows users to choose the FEC block size for each file. Using large size FEC blocks causes performance degradation because of taking long time to generate parity data and recover undelivered chunks. On the other hand, small size FEC blocks are weak for burst packet loss and cause chunk recovery failure. In this measurement, we measure the file retrieval success rate with various retrieval rates using various file types shown in Table 7 and reveal the appropriate FEC block size. Figure 30 depicts the retrieval success rate as changing the file retrieval rate using the 1,272,000,000 bytes file in case that H Data is 1,000, 10,000, or 100,000. The number of the FEC blocks is 1, 10, or 100 when H Data is 100,000, 10,000, or 1,000, respectively. We measured 100 times in each parameter. The result shows that the retrieval success rate is more than 80% in cases that H Data is 10,000 and 100,000 while the retrieval success rate rapidly decreases in case that H Data is 1,000. Figure 31 depicts the retrieval success rate as changing the file retrieval rate when H Data is 1,000 in case that 1,272,000-byte, 12,720,000-byte, 127,200,000-byte, and 1,272,000,000-byte files are utilized. The number of the FEC blocks is 1, 10, 100, or 1,000 when the file size is 1,272,000 bytes, 12,720,000 bytes, 127,200,000 bytes, and 1,272,000,000 bytes, respectively. We retrieved 100 times, respectively. The result shows that the retrieval success rates of the 1,272,000-byte file and the 12,720,000-byte file are more than 80% in case that the retrieval rate is between 500 Mbps and 3,000 Mbps.
The both results confirm that Content Espresso shows higher file retrieval success rate when the number of FEC blocks is 1 or 10. Therefore, we conclude that the appropriate FEC block size is approximately 10% of the original file size.
System Availability
Content Espresso utilizes multiple commodity servers as the Chunk Servers. These servers must have lower availability compared to special servers designed for providing high throughput and high availability storage services. The recovering capability of Content Espresso is decided by the redundancy rate (H Parity /H Data ). In case the redundancy rate is r, H Data * r/2 of lost chunks can be recovered by LDGM coding in Client. For example, when H Data is 1,000 and H Parity is 200, 100 chunks lost in each block can be recovered. The total availability A of Content Espresso can be calculated as follows.
where N is the total number of Chunk Servers, n is the number of tolerable Chunk Server failure, and a is the availability of each Chunk Server.
In this evaluation, we calculate the total availability of Content Espresso in case that a user appends 10%, 20%, or 30% redundancy data to the original file. Then, the relationship among the availability of each Chunk Server, the number of the Chunk Servers, and the availability of Content Espresso and the condition for achieving the five nines (99.999%) availability is discussed. Figure 32 depicts the relationship between the number of the Chunk Servers and the total availability in case that the redundancy rate is 10%. The file availability decreases as the number of the Chunk Servers increases when the availability of each Chunk Server is less than 0.95. For achieving the five nines (99.999%) availability, Content Espresso requires at least 200 Chunk Servers that have 0.99 availability. Figure 33 depicts the relationship between the number of the Chunk Servers and the total availability in case that the redundancy rate is 20%. The file availability increases as the number of the Chunk Servers increases when the availability of each Chunk Server is more than 0.91. 
Discussion and Related Work
Content Espresso is a low cost and high throughput global scale file sharing system. Our previous study [1] , which provides the fundamental idea of Content Espresso, discussed related work for high speed data transmission protocols. Using multiple TCP connections [14] , [15] , extending the congestion control algorism of TCP [16] - [18] , or using existing UDP based protocol [19] - [21] contributes to high throughput data transmission. However, these protocols are much affected by the network conditions. This paper discusses related work of Content Espresso from viewpoint of distributed storage system. Many distributed storage systems are proposed and used for data storing and sharing. They usually split a file into small data chunks and store them to multiple storage servers or devices with redundancy data to achieve high availability, high reliability, and high throughput similar to Content Espresso. Distributed storage systems can be classified by redundancy technique, IO unit, and the number of utilizing storage providers.
In general, there are mainly three redundancy techniques to achieve high reliability and availability; making replication, using FEC, and hybrid of them. For example, GFS [22] and HDFS [23] use replication while RobuSTore [24] and Cloud-RAID [25] use FEC. Although replication is widely used because of its simpleness, FEC requires users to calculate parities and recover lost data. On the other hand, FEC requires less storage space than replication to achieve the same level of availability and reliability.
OceanStore [26] and Pond [27] use both replication and FEC. They use FEC to achieve reliable preservation by using high reliable storage servers and replication to achieve high availability. Since Content Espresso aims at low storage cost, we chose FEC for achieving high availability and reliability.
FEC is the key technology of Content Espresso because it utilizes FEC in application layer to recover lost chunks caused by storage server failure and packet loss during transmission. In general, FEC in application layer is called Application Layer FEC (AL-FEC) and a variety of FEC algorisms are used for AL-FEC such as Reed-Solomon [28] , LDPC [29] , LDGM [2] , and Raptor Code [30] . ReedSolomon is used for many distributed storage systems such as RAID [4] , Ocean Store [26] , and RobuSTore [24] . However, decoding speed gets worse when FEC block size is larger. [31] shows that LDPC, LDGM, and Raptor Code have better performance in case that the FEC block size is large. Since it is assumed that Content Espresso deals with large FEC block size, we chose LDGM for current implementation. Content Espresso is designed to be able to allow users to select FEC algorism. Implementing other FEC algorisms is our future work.
Distributed storage system can also be classified by the IO unit; block, object, and file. With distributed block storage systems such as OceanStore [26] , HDFS [23] , and iSCSI RAID [32] , files are split into even-sized blocks of data and stored in multiple storage devices. Distributed block storage systems manage metadata of files in metadata server but they do not usually have metadata of each block of the file. Thus, users access each block of the file by using API (typically POSIX like API) with file identifier and offset of file data.
With distributed object storage systems such as Ceph [33] , Lustre [34] , and Panasas file system [35] , files are split into various-sized objects of data and stored in dedicated object storage clusters. Distributed object storage manages metadata of each object in metadata server and allows users to access it. Although object storage has advantage in partial update, performance of metadata servers gets worse when the number of objects of the file is larger.
The IO unit of Content Espresso is a file and it does not manage metadata of chunks but files. Thus, Content Espresso can reduce the number of metadata access to some extent. However, this situation can be realized by using object storage in case that a file consists of a single object. In order to clarify the technological differences between Content Espresso and distributed object storage systems, we compare Content Espresso with Ceph as shown in Table 10 .
Ceph is designed to achieve high throughput by using commodity hardware similar to Content Espresso. Ceph stores object data in the object storage devices (OSDs) called RADOS while Content Espresso stores chunks in the ext4 file system of Chunk Servers. As mentioned before, performance of metadata servers get worse when the number of objects of the file is larger in distributed object storage systems. In order to avoid it, Ceph has a high reliable centralized metadata server cluster and adopts Dynamic Subtree Partitioning [36] but preparing a lot of high reliable servers causes high cost. While Content Espresso stores chunks by striping to Chunk Servers, Ceph utilizes CRUSH [37] , which reduces object data movement and achieves scalability by appending new OSDs. When new Chunk Servers are appended in Content Espresso, it is not necessary to move stored chunks to the new Chunk Servers because Content Espresso stores chunks evenly to all of the Chunk Servers.
Since both Ceph and Content Espresso are designed to achieve high throughput by using commodity hardware, we discuss the performance differences between Ceph and Content Espresso. [38] shows that Ceph achieves 4 Gbps in read performance with tuning TCP, four servers, and 4MB IO by using open-source RADOS Bench tool. This result shows that Ceph has better performance than Content Espresso. However, this evaluation does not take a global environment and cost of storage servers into consideration. Since the evaluation utilizes TCP, the read performance would be worse in a global environment. In addition, the evaluation utilizes high-performance expensive servers for HPC (High Performance Computing) that have ten HDD disks, which causes high cost of the system.
The number of storage providers is one of the most important aspects of distributed storage systems. We define distributed storage systems that use a single or multiple storage providers as the single storage provider model or the multiple storage provider model, respectively. It is assumed that RAID [4] and iSCSI RAID [32] are used in LAN (Local Area Network) and Spanner [39] uses a single datacenter to avoid high data management cost. These technologies are classified into the single storage provider model.
On the other hand, it is assumed that SPANStore [40] , SafeStore [41] , DEPSKY [42] , and Cloud-RAID [25] assume to use multiple storage providers. SPANStore replicates files to multiple cheap storage providers to achieve low cost and low latency and satisfy the fault tolerant requirements of each application. This technique is quite similar to Content Delivery Network (CDN) such as Akamai [43] , Limelight Networks [44] , Mirror Image [45] , and Level 3 [46] , which caches frequently accessed content files to edge servers to provide low latency access to the files. Cloud-RAID splits a file into small data chunks and stores them to multiple storage providers and it utilizes FEC to achieve high availability and reliability, which is similar approach to Content Espresso. The performance evaluation of Cloud-RAID shows that using multiple storage providers can improve the IO throughput but the overall performance is dependent on the throughput performance of particular storage providers. These technologies including Content Espresso are classified into the multiple storage providers model.
Finally, we discuss the cost of Content Espresso. Basically, the cost of Content Espresso is composed of storage preparation cost, storage utilization cost, and networking cost. Our previous study [1] utilizes FEC instead of replication because FEC can achieve the same level of availability and reliability with lower storage utilization cost. Content Espresso allows users to select the amount of redundancy for each file, which reduces storage utilization cost in case that Content Espresso adopts fixed amount of redundancy such as RAID. In the storage preparation cost, Content Espresso has an advantage because it is assumed that Content Espresso uses commodity hardware. We actually built 72 Chunk Servers and each price is cheaper than $300. Thus, the total storage preparation cost is about $2,000, which is much cheaper than Ceph configured in [38] . On the other hand, Content Espresso consumes more network bandwidth than replication based approach because Content Espresso sends all chunks including parity chunks to the Client, which causes high networking cost. In order to reduce this cost, we can adjust the amount of parity chunks by estimating network condition but this is our future work.
Conclusion
This paper proposed Content Espresso, a distributed large file sharing system for digital content productions. We designed Content Espresso using following four substances; 1) using the storage and retrieval mechanism proposed in our previous study and utilizing commodity storage servers as Chunk Servers, 2) introducing Storage Allocator for configuring multiple storage services, 3) setting up File Manager for each organization, 4) designing a 128-bit Global File ID and using Yamata-no-Orochi for multi-domain authentication and authorization.
We implemented Content Espresso on Cent OS 6.0 using C++ and setup an evaluation environment with 79 physical machines; 72 Chunk Servers, one File Manager, one Storage Allocator, one Chunk Generator, and four Clients. In addition, we emulated global network environments by using the tc command. The results of the evaluation confirm that Content Espresso has capability to deal with at least 15,000 simultaneous requests to the File Manage and achieve high throughput IO regardless of the network conditions. In the IO performance evaluation, Content Espresso achieves 1 Gbps for file storage and achieves more than 3 Gbps for file retrieval when large files are used, the link bandwidth of the Client is 10 Gbps, and that of the Chunk Server is 1 Gbps. This result proves enough performance for achieving on demand playback of uncompressed Full HD video. We will apply Content Espresso to the next generation multimedia services such as 4K and 8K movie distribution as our future work. 
